INTRODUCTION

The volatile geopolitical environment, a resurgence of interstate conflict, erosion of multilateral institutions, and diplomatic, information, military, and economic competition put the rules-based international order at risk. The cyber domain is a microcosm of geopolitical rivalry among adversarial state actors, competing political systems and visions of the international political order. Both state and non-state actors have extended instability and competition into cyberspace by exploiting global dependence on information and communication technologies (ICT), consistently and at scale, to advance their national interests and degrade those of their rivals, short of the threshold of armed conflict. Between 2005 and 2022, China, Iran, North Korea, and Russia sponsored nearly 77 percent of suspected operations. The same malicious actors orchestrated over 80 percent of adversarial cyber campaigns recorded between 2000 and 2020. As geopolitical rivalries escalate and societies become ever-more reliant on ICTs, the exploitation of cyberspace for strategic gain is sure to increase.

The expanding use of cyber operations amid broadening geopolitical instability has particular implications for traditional middle powers, notably Canada, Australia, Norway, and the Netherlands, among others. They occupy privileged positions at the core of the global political economy but have limited ability to shape the geopolitical environment and few resources to protect and project their national interests. Many of the world’s most influential middle powers are also longstanding U.S. allies, have high levels of digital connectivity, strong knowledge-based economies, leading research institutions, and membership in coveted multilateral groupings and security alliances. Compounded by their hard-power resource constraints, for adversaries, middle powers represent low-risk, high-reward targets for exploitation in cyberspace. Middle powers thus have
strong incentives but limited capacity to prevent the cyber-enabled degradation of their sovereignty, stability, and economic competitiveness.

How should middle powers respond to adverse changes in their environment resulting from a weakened rules-based international order and unrestricted cyber activity targeting its interests and instruments of national power? Albert Hirschman’s classic book *Exit, Voice, and Loyalty* posits a framework for agency to act on consequential change: an actor can *exit*, use *voice*, or demonstrate *loyalty*.

By choosing to *exit*, an actor accepts the undesirable change in its environment and alters its behavior to adapt to the new situation. For example, a middle power could respond to cyber activity that undermines its interests by abandoning its status and role as a middle power, which would downgrade its international standing and influence. Choosing *loyalty* means the actor accepts the undesirable change in their environment but does not alter their behavior. In this case, a middle power accepts the changes to its environment and the resulting threats to its interests by not altering its response, instead choosing to maintain the status quo of its current efforts in cyberspace. This article contends that a *loyalty* response, which characterizes current multilateral efforts to develop explicitly accepted cyber norms, has not (and will not) provide middle powers with an effective solution to the increasing threats they face from malicious state-sponsored cyber activity. Lastly, Choosing *voice* means taking deliberate action to revert the environment to its original condition. For example, a middle power could attempt to reverse changes to its environment, asserting itself in and through cyberspace by devising strategies to uphold the international order, advance its interests, and protect its sovereignty.

There are few lessons to be drawn from existing scholarship, which examines the cyberspace doctrine...
and operations of only a handful of great powers and authoritarian states. Comparatively, there is a dearth of research on the roles, incentives, activities, and ambitions of other states in cyberspace—particularly traditional middle powers, which differ from great powers in intent, capability, and opportunity. Moreover, existing approaches to leveraging operations in cyberspace as a tool of statecraft have not been developed with the characteristics, incentives, and resources of middle powers in mind, which makes them ill-suited to being readily adopted and operationalized by those countries.

Absent a cyber doctrine tailored to their unique geopolitical realities, middle powers are likely accumulating a strategic cyberspace-deficit relative to potential adversaries that have more readily grasped the opportunity space offered by the strategic use of cyber operations. This article aims to fill this gap: how should middle powers respond to deleterious changes in their geopolitical (and cyberspace) environments? By means of coalition cyber strategy campaigns: proactively shaping the boundaries of adversarial cyber activity as a voice strategy to participate more actively and effectively in efforts to develop cyber norms. This strategy, tentatively termed “functional engagement,” draws on and modifies research on cyber persistence theory and the cyberspace strategy of persistent engagement in response to the resource constraints and strategic interests of middle powers.

First, this article describes the broad constitutive characteristics of middle powers. The first section contextualizes the unique foreign policy interests of middle powers and identifies what types of middle powers would benefit most from a strategy of functional engagement. To illustrate the challenges facing middle powers that seek to pursue a loyalty-based approach, the second section broadly outlines the failures of multilateral efforts to establish explicitly accepted cyber norms. The third section describes the contours of
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cyber persistence theory and argues that, as a complement to ongoing multilateral efforts, the boundaries of tacitly acceptable state behavior in cyberspace, and potentially even in the wider geopolitical environment, can be cumulatively shaped by employing cyber operations in response to unacceptable behavior (the voice approach). The fourth section illustrates the point: it draws on traditional middle powers that are vulnerable to exploitation in cyberspace yet have limited resources to respond in order to formulate the concept of functional engagement as an approach tailored to middle powers. This section posits functional engagement as an alternative strategy, using Canada as a critical case study, given its geopolitical identity as a middle power, the threats emanating from cyberspace, and the relatively limited resources at its disposal.

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF MIDDLE POWERS

Analysts had initially bifurcated the international community into small and great state powers, but it soon became apparent that some small states were more powerful than others. Relative strength was to be recognized in the form of a “scheme of gradation,” which, in the 1930s, gave rise to the concept of “middle powers.” The concept gained momentum thanks to the concerted diplomatic efforts of Canada and Australia to justify and solidify their international influence and core roles in the post-1945 global order. In 1947, Canadian diplomat and historian George Glazebrook asserted that the formation of the United Nations would enable “middle powers” to be “capable of exerting a degree of strength and influence not found in the small powers.” A growing number of states have since either self-identified or been described by others as middle powers, including: Argentina, Australia, Canada, Brazil, Denmark, Japan, Malaysia, the Netherlands, Norway, Nigeria, Spain, Sweden, South Korea, and Turkey. Although the question of what constitutes the attributes of a middle power is controversial, international relations scholars generally identify at least three useful theoretical perspectives: hierarchical, functional, and behavioral.

First, the hierarchical approach categorizes states by measuring objective capability, asserted position, and recognized status. It typically ranks states according to economic, military, or social metrics. Their capabilities, international standing, or status rank these states in the “middle” of the international system: greater than those of small states but lesser than great powers. To explain the unique foreign policy behavior of middle powers, functional and behavioral approaches take the middle power concept further, beyond the status of a mere tool for ranking real capability.

The functional perspective argues that middle powers may on occasion exert influence in international affairs in specific instances based on their relative capabilities, interests, and degree of involvement. By contrast, great powers are always capable of exercising international influence, while lesser states (than middle powers) are unable to exert real influence. At the core of the functional concept is the idea that a state with relatively limited military
and economic capacity may nonetheless be successful in accruing “degrees of influence and authority among great powers and its neighbors that even reach into global forums.” This view holds that middle powers commit to maintaining the status quo, security, and order in the international system through leadership on specific global problems and foreign policy niches of their choosing.

Lastly, the behavioral approach is the dominant contemporary paradigm for characterizing foreign policy behavior by middle powers. Sometimes also referred to as the middle power internationalist approach, the behavioral approach contends that a country is a middle power if it exhibits a certain type of foreign policy behavior—namely, advocating for compromise and seeking multilateral solutions to international problems. Within this understanding, middle powers rely on international law to ensure predictability in global interactions, and on international organizations to provide forums through which they can establish and enforce acceptable conduct. To this end, middle powers focus their foreign policy efforts on global normative arrangements promoted through international organizations. Accordingly, the behavioral approach reflects a “particular style of diplomacy, or a strategy backed by a commitment to liberal values and the absence of unilateralism which is a defining trait of a great power.”

The behavioral approach parses into “traditional” and “emerging” middle powers. Traditional middle powers are “wealthy, stable, egalitarian, social democratic and not regionally influential,” exhibit “a weak and ambivalent regional orientation,” and offer appeasing concessions to pressures for global reform: Australia, Canada, Norway, and the Netherlands are examples of traditional middle powers. In contrast, emerging middle powers are semi-peripheral to the core of the global political economy, “materially inegalitarian and recently democratised states that demonstrate much regional influence and self-association” and that seek to reform the global order. Examples of emerging middle powers include Argentina, South Africa, Malaysia, and Turkey. Both traditional and emerging middle powers benefit from the status quo of the current liberal international order. However, lacking in capacity to alter the global balance of power or affect deep change in the international system, both types of middle powers are vulnerable to global instability that threatens to upend the status quo. Traditional middle powers, therefore, seek to legitimize and stabilize the international order since they already occupy privileged positions at the core of the global political economy. In essence, their interests are best asserted by defending and upholding the status quo of this order. Whereas emerging middle powers may benefit from their regional economic dominance within the international order, they do not occupy privileged positions within the global political economy and thus have an incentive to transform the international order.

Although the constitutive features of middle powers are up for debate, common to all three approaches is an understanding that middle powers have limited economic or military capabilities and are capable of exerting only narrow influence in the international system.
THE LOYALTY APPROACH AND THE ISSUE OF MULTILATERAL EFFORTS TO DEVELOP “CYBER NORMS”

In principle, the deteriorating stability of cyberspace makes the diffusion of transnational norms to regulate the behavior of state actors in cyberspace appealing to great and middle powers alike. Over the years, these efforts have taken a multilateral shape, touching numerous organizations, including the United Nations, G7, G20, and the Council of Europe.\(^{26}\) Within more exclusive multilateral security alliances, additional attempts have also sought to codify an understanding of norms in cyberspace and the applicability of international law to cyber operations through NATO’s “Tallinn Manual.”\(^{27}\)

Multilateral efforts to establish cyber norms have been floundering for good reason. First, liberal and illiberal states differ fundamentally in their respective visions of the future of cyberspace and the rules-based international order.\(^{28}\) Illiberal regimes are working to shape the digital ecosystem in line with authoritarian values, advancing the state-centric concept of “cyber sovereignty” to prioritize the role of regime security and preservation over individual liberty. Russia and China, backed by other member states of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation, have championed the concept of “information security” instead of “cyber security.” Information security aims to control information flows that could jeopardize internal stability and seeks to prevent the dissemination of information that is incompatible with countries’ internal political, economic, and social stability, as well as their spiritual and cultural environment.\(^{29}\) States that adhere to the concept of information security fundamentally perceive the content of information itself as a threat, from which follows deeper state surveillance and control over online content to preserve regime stability. The fundamental divide between, on the one hand, the United States and its Western allies and, on the other, Russia, China, and other illiberal states, indicates that great power competition and divergent conceptions of cyberspace, particularly regarding the free flow of information, the applicability of international humanitarian law, and the doctrine of state responsibility, permeate multilateral negotiations.\(^{30}\) Consensus on a normative framework for state behavior in cyberspace is thus constrained by broader competitive interactions between great powers.
and perceived threats that the liberal order and the interconnectedness of cyberspace pose to illiberal regimes.\textsuperscript{31}

At the same time, multilateral efforts have grown increasingly divorced from the operational realities of conducting cyber operations.\textsuperscript{32} Indian diplomat Arun Sukumar argues that multilateral efforts are doomed to fail since states are rapidly scaling up their offensive cyber capabilities and are “buying time” to test the possible effects of new offensive cyber capabilities.\textsuperscript{33} Illiberal states are concerned that any further endorsement of international law will undermine asymmetric advantages they derive from operating in cyberspace.\textsuperscript{34} Even during the most productive years of UN-led efforts to develop cyber norms, the pace, scale, sophistication, and severity of cyber operations of all types conducted by Russia and China have continued unabated. In 2015, as UN diplomats and scholars hailed their recent international consensus on the applicability of international law to cyberspace, Russian cyber actors disrupted parts of the Ukrainian power grid and sabotaged the computer networks of French TV channel TV5 Monde.\textsuperscript{35} In 2017—the same year that the Group of Governmental Experts process collapsed over a lack of consensus on the applicability of international humanitarian law to cyberspace—the release and global proliferation of the NotPetya malware, which incurred estimated losses in the tens of billions, was attributed to Russian state actors.\textsuperscript{36} Despite efforts to curb economic espionage and intellectual property theft, an extensive US investigation concluded in 2018 that China has buoyed its economic growth with persistent campaigns of widespread, cyber-enabled technology transfer and intellectual property theft causing estimated losses to the US economy ranging from US$225 billion to US$600 billion annually.\textsuperscript{37} By July 2021, the US and an “unprecedented” number of allies and partners, including the Five Eyes, the European Union, NATO, and Japan jointly condemned widespread cyber espionage campaigns conducted on behalf of the Chinese government.\textsuperscript{38} Yet, the boundaries, scope, and scale of malicious state cyber activity have been expanding apace.

After two decades, norms for state behavior in cyberspace remain “contested, voluntary, unenforceable, vague and weakly internalized.”\textsuperscript{39} Some scholars are highly pessimistic, asserting that great power dynamics and fundamental disagreements between liberal and illiberal states over the preferred shape of the international order have so permeated multilateral processes that agreement among cyber powers is unlikely. Traditional middle powers lack the real capabilities necessary to deter or coerce malicious state actors effectively. Yet, they are especially vulnerable to weak normative frameworks for state behavior in cyberspace. Regardless, traditional middle powers have continued to approach the geopolitics of cyberspace through the attractive and familiar behavioralist tradition of middle power internationalism, in futile attempts to rally like-minded peers and illiberal states alike into agreeing to binding international frameworks. We characterize this approach as the loyalty response, since middle powers are maintaining their reliance on multilateral institutions and great powers to address issues of geopolitical rivalry, competition, and instability in cyberspace. This approach has proven ineffective, and multilateral efforts alone have proven
insufficient to meet the urgent challenge of setting clear, reasonable, and enforceable international rules for cyberspace. As the development of an explicit normative framework drags on, the empirical record of the past two decades shows that states are increasingly using cyber capabilities as tools of statecraft to achieve strategic advantage in the international environment. Curiously, these activities have largely remained below the threshold of armed conflict, which may indicate that cyberspace norms are actually being shaped tacitly through operations, rather than in the boardrooms of multilateral organizations.\textsuperscript{40}

\textbf{A VOICE APPROACH: CYBER PERSISTENCE AND SHAPING CYBER NORMS THROUGH TACIT BARGAINING}

The extensive record of cyberspace competition occurring without escalation to armed conflict signals the emergence of a “new competitive space” wherein explicit agreement over the substantive character of acceptable behavior remains immature.\textsuperscript{41} In essence, state actors appear to acknowledge tacitly that most competitive interactions in cyberspace are “bounded by a strategic objective to advance national interests while avoiding war,” and thus are most easily and effectively employed as tools to achieve strategic advantage below the threshold of armed conflict and just short of war.\textsuperscript{42} The empirical record of the last decade and scholarship on cyber escalation appear to confirm this assertion.\textsuperscript{43}

To characterize the nature of strategic competition between states in cyberspace, scholars have, in recent years, coined the term “cyber persistence,” which aims to capture how states employ cyber operations as tools of statecraft to change the relative balance of power and achieve strategic advantage in the international environment.\textsuperscript{44} The dynamics of cyber persistence are derived from a fundamental feature of networked computing: interconnectedness, which produces a “structural imperative” for constant contact among all adversaries in the global system.\textsuperscript{45} Interconnectedness increases the scale at which a state’s “core economic, political, social, and military capability and capacity could be undermined” by cyber actors without regard for the constraints of geography and without the degree of control over the global commons on which the projection of conventional force is premised.\textsuperscript{46} Cyberspace is both initiative-persistent or offense-dominant insofar as it favors the attacker over the defender at “very low entry costs for core access,” as it offers asymmetric opportunities for attackers to generate cyber operations at scale against larger rivals that are orders of magnitude greater than would otherwise be possible outside of cyberspace.\textsuperscript{47} Together, interconnectedness, initiative persistence, and asymmetry facilitate constant contact among all states, thereby producing a strategic environment that is structurally characterized by persistent (as opposed to episodic) competitive interactions below the threshold of armed conflict.\textsuperscript{48} The scale of these activities in conjunction with the technical complexity of cyber operations has exceeded the ability of states to understand, manage, and reach consensus on cyber norms to regulate acceptable state behavior in cyberspace.
Proponents of cyber persistence contend that the consistent employment of cyber operations below the threshold of armed conflict by both liberal and illiberal states demonstrates a process of normalization or agreed competition, whereby tacitly accepted cyber norms have gradually evolved through competitive interaction between states in cyberspace. Through this process (which cyber persistence scholars call a “tacit bargaining” approach), cumulative and robust operational engagement with adversarial actors has the effect of developing mutual understanding of the boundaries of acceptable/unacceptable state behavior in cyberspace. Ergo, to shape behavior proactively, states must seize the initiative by actively operating and engaging with adversaries in cyberspace in order to tacitly reach informal understandings about the boundaries of accepted behavior. As part of the tacit bargaining process, cyber persistence scholar Michael Fischerkeller suggests that states should coalesce around “focal points,” which he defines as “mutual understandings of acceptable/unacceptable behavior in agreed competition.” These focal points, if well-established and continually reinforced, may provide some needed stability in cyberspace by enabling states to use them to predict how other states may interpret or respond to a cyber operation. For traditional middle powers, these focal points might include malicious, state-sponsored cyber activities that undermine the rules-based international order or that seek to degrade public confidence in democratic institutions, subvert or sabotage critical infrastructure systems, or reduce the effectiveness of international and multilateral organizations.

Nevertheless, is the substantive nature of the “agreed competition” between states in cyberspace beneficial to the interests of traditional middle powers? The “maturity” of these cyber norms remains nascent and “differing perspectives, ambiguity or uncertainty” over the character of acceptable cyber operations short of armed conflict is likely to continue to cause uncertainty and present a risk for inadvertent escalation. Essentially this means that the absence of explicitly accepted cyber norms and the current immaturity of tacitly accepted norms leaves room for malicious state actors to legitimize the use of significantly disruptive cyber operations short of armed conflict.

In fact, tacit bargaining processes in cyberspace that are antithetical to liberal interest and values may already be occurring. For much of the previous decade, the United States’ restraint in responding to the continuous aggression in cyberspace from illiberal state actors such as Russia, China, and Iran has had a destabilizing effect by failing to disincentivize aggressors from operating with impunity. The result has been the gradual shaping and tacit acceptance of norms toward illiberal conceptualizations of cyberspace and the international order. By failing to shape the development of cyber norms in their operational infancy, liberal states risk losing the initiative necessary to manage the emergence of norms that facilitate “massive theft of intellectual property, expanding control of internet content, attacks on data confidentiality and availability, violations of privacy, and interference in democratic debates and processes.”
SHAPING THE CYBERSPACE ENVIRONMENT THROUGH PERSISTENT ENGAGEMENT

In 2018 the U.S. Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) reportedly undertook a series of cyber operations to respond to Russian disinformation efforts targeting US elections and institutions by publicly exposing individuals involved in disinformation efforts and disrupting the functions of the Internet Research Agency—the troll farm at the heart of Russian disinformation operations. These activities formed part of the opening salvo of USCYBERCOM’s novel cyberspace strategic doctrine of “persistent engagement”—the most important development in US cyber doctrine in the 21st century. These persistent engagement attempts sought to address a perceived strategic deficit in cyberspace on the part of the United States relative to its adversaries by operating as close as possible to the origin of adversarial cyber activity, and persistently contesting adversarial actors to generate continuous tactical, operational, and strategic advantage. To do so, USCYBERCOM expects to operate “seamlessly, globally and continuously” in cyberspace, using continuous engagement with adversaries to seize and maintain strategic and tactical initiative. Since 2018, under the banner of persistent engagement and to challenge adversarial activities wherever they operate, USCYBERCOM has deployed at least 27 Cyber National Mission Force teams (called “hunt forward” operations by USCYBERCOM) to 15 separate countries as part of its efforts to track and disrupt specific nation-state actors in foreign cyberspace. Reportedly, USCYBERCOM efforts to defend the 2020 US elections may have involved eleven hunt forward operations across nine different countries. More recently, in February 2022, prior to the Russian invasion of Ukraine, hunt forward operations that partnered with Ukrainian network operators were credited with mitigating malware capable of disrupting Ukrainian railway networks, enabling millions of Ukrainians to escape to safety and ensuring the flow of Western assistance remained undisturbed.

Persistent engagement aims to generate “continuous tactical, operational, and strategic advantage in cyberspace,” with the ultimate objective of cumulatively shaping the boundaries of acceptable adversarial behavior in cyberspace, through the aforementioned approach of tacit bargaining. Therefore, cyber activities driven by persistent engagement are meant to function as a never-ending series of signals that will push adversaries toward a preferred set of cyberspace norms by continuously undermining their ability to succeed. In 2018, USCYBERCOM operationalized a strategy of persistent engagement in its Command Vision for U.S. Cyber Command: Achieve and Maintain Cyberspace Superiority. Through this strategy, USCYBERCOM aims to “secure US national interests in cyberspace and disrupt the cyber campaigns of US adversaries” by “defend[ing] forward as close as possible to the origin of adversary activity, and persistently contest[ing] malicious cyberspace actors to generate continuous tactical, operational, and strategic advantage.” The ultimate objective of the strategy is to “influence the calculations of [US] adversaries, deter aggression, and clarify the
distinction between acceptable and unacceptable behavior in cyberspace.” In essence, the strategic doctrine of persistent engagement necessitates a more active US posture in cyberspace, with the overall strategic objective of inhibiting an adversary’s attempts to intensify cyber operations against the US and its allies.

Proponents of persistent engagement contend that previous US approaches to cyberspace were overly reliant on multilateral initiatives to establish cyber norms explicitly, which in turn resulted in a restrained and reactive operational strategy in cyberspace. By contrast, the very raison d’être of the persistent engagement strategy is as an operational complement to sole reliance on multilateral efforts to develop cyber norms, which is believed to have ceded the advantage in cyberspace to adversaries with an incentive to be more aggressive in their use of cyber operations.

Through persistent engagement, the US aims to “gain strategic advantage” in cyberspace by preserving a favorable distribution of power. This objective is ambitious, and global in scope, with an end state the US defines as acceptable or unacceptable behavior in cyberspace, but it is also somewhat ambiguous. Critics of persistent engagement are also concerned about the lack of defined objectives and clarity regarding the strategy’s actual implementation, proposing that in its current form, persistent engagement appears to prescribe an endless deployment of cyber resources in pursuit of vague strategic objectives. Other critics argue that the persistent deployment of US cyber capabilities against rivals is destabilizing and risks unintended consequences through inadvertent escalation, thereby exacerbating instability in cyberspace and accelerating an already hyper-competitive and unstable environment. However, concerns about escalation in and through cyberspace have generally been overstated. Recent research suggests that cyber operations are only narrowly escalatory, and only within the context of broader geopolitical crises.

**FUNCTIONAL ENGAGEMENT FOR TRADITIONAL MIDDLE POWERS**

Traditional middle powers face significant threats in cyberspace and are vulnerable to adversarial cyber operations that undermine their national and global interests. Middle powers have largely responded to this growing threat by taking a passive approach: hardening their cyber defense capabilities and participating in multilateral initiatives to develop and diffuse transnational cyber norms. Middle powers may expect that the combination of these efforts will reduce the threats they face from malicious state actors in cyberspace. Since multilateral cyber diplomacy efforts have largely stalled, and given that the threats middle powers face in cyberspace are increasing exponentially, an alternative (or complementary) approach is necessary.

Cyber persistence theory and the concepts of tacit bargaining and normative shaping in cyberspace hold significant strategic utility for middle powers. The problem: cyber persistence theory has been formulated to guide the US approach to countering adversarial behavior in
cyberspace. The only known operationalization of cyber persistence theory—persistent engagement—specifically aims to alter the global balance of cyber power in the United States’ favor by continually contesting its adversaries around the clock. These objectives are unattainable for middle powers, not only due to inadequate resources, but also because they are misaligned with the foreign policy ambitions and characteristics of middle powers. In contrast, foreign policy interests more characteristic of middle powers might include maintaining the status quo, ensuring security and order in the international system, upholding the integrity of international organizations and democratic institutions, and protecting economic security and prosperity.

This article posits the cyber-strategic concept of functional engagement as a variation on persistent engagement uniquely tailored for operationalization by traditional middle powers. Functional engagement seeks to harness the strategic utility of cyber persistence theory and persistent engagement by adapting it to align more closely with traditional middle powers that strive to influence international affairs selectively as a function of their relative capabilities, interests, and degree of involvement. The key difference between functional engagement and persistent engagement is the scope and scale of their respective objectives. Functional engagement proscribes a narrower application of tacit bargaining and normative shaping in cyberspace that reflects the limited cyber capabilities and foreign policy ambitions of traditional middle powers. To this end, functional engagement is premised on establishing and reinforcing a limited set of focal points that are communicated unambiguously to set boundaries for acceptable and unacceptable behavior in cyberspace. Middle powers can then harness their limited cyber capabilities more effectively against adversarial cyber actors that transgress these specific focal points.

An initial set of focal points for unacceptable behavior could include malicious activities that subvert or degrade the integrity of electoral processes or critical infrastructure systems, actions that undermine economic security or competitiveness, and behavior that undermines the effective functioning of international institutions. Instead of continuously and globally employing cyber capabilities to change the overall balance of power in the international system, functional engagement calls for middle powers to deploy targeted cyber operations, specifically in instances when a malicious actor conducts cyber activity that is antithetical to tacitly accepted focal points. In turn, this strategy enables traditional middle powers to bolster focal points for cyber norms while upholding the rules-based international order.

**CANADA: A CASE STUDY FOR EMPLOYING FUNCTIONAL ENGAGEMENT**

As a variant of the United States’ persistent engagement approach, we contend that functional engagement is better suited to states with limited resources but whose geopolitical ambitions render them targets of, and vulnerable to, adversarial state-sponsored cyber activity.
The Functional Principle and Its Application to Canada’s Cyberspace Doctrine

In the post-Second World War period and throughout the Cold War, Canada leveraged the “functional principle” (from which functional perspective of middle power identity and the proposed functional engagement doctrine derive their names) to pursue its interests, justify a disproportionate influence in the international system, and cement its post-1945 status as a leading “non-great power.” First articulated by Canadian diplomat Hume Wrong, the functional principle stipulated that an individual small state’s involvement in international affairs should be based on (1) the relevance of the state’s interests, (2) the direct contribution of the state to the situation in question, and (3) the capacity of the state to participate. Practically, the functional perspective holds that middle powers commit to maintaining the status quo, security, and order in the international system through leadership on specific global problems and foreign policy niches of their choosing.

Indeed, growing instability and increasing strategic competition between states in cyberspace are both global problems and a foreign policy niche highly relevant to Canada’s national security and foreign policy interests. Owing to the resource constraints that characterize middle powers, for the past two decades Canada has been struggling to demonstrate effective international leadership and respond to a highly competitive cyberspace environment. At least three factors continue to coalesce to make Canada a low-risk, high-payoff target for malicious cyber activity. First, Canada has limited soft and hard power resources, which constrains its ability to combine instruments of power or retaliate unilaterally. Second, Canada’s economy is highly advanced, with a strong technology sector, high levels of digital connectivity, vast natural resource wealth, and cutting-edge research and development activities. Third, Canada’s special relationship with the US and its membership in an array of coveted security alliances and multilateral institutions provide potential adversaries with an efficient means of targeting both Canada and its great power allies.

Threats to Canada in cyberspace are escalating in sophistication, quantity, and complexity, and the country’s core national interests continue to be undermined by malicious, state-sponsored cyber actors. Canada’s national security and its international interests have long been assured by its geographic location, the security assurances of multilateral institutions, and the legal and normative frameworks of the rules-based international order. Cyberspace represents a unique departure from these assurances: it allows Canada’s adversaries to bypass its geographic advantage entirely, while multilateral approaches to managing state behavior in cyberspace lack a foundation of stable laws, norms, and incentives to encourage malicious state actors to discipline their activities.

Threats to Canada in Cyberspace and Its Evolving Cyber Strength

Canada’s tradition of liberal internationalism has reflexively inclined it toward supporting multilateral processes that attempt to establish explicitly (as opposed to tacitly) accepted
boundaries for state behavior in cyberspace. Since 2010, Canada has participated in at least forty-five multilateral statements, communiqués, and initiatives on cyber norms in the G7, G20, NATO, ASEAN, OAS, OSCE, the Commonwealth, and the UN. Concerted cyber diplomacy efforts notwithstanding, the Canadian military unambiguously asserts that state actors are increasingly pursuing their agendas using hybrid methods below the threshold of armed conflict (including in cyberspace) to threaten Canada’s defense, security, and economic interests. Moreover, the director of Canada’s domestic security service, the Canadian Security and Intelligence Service, has warned that Russian and Chinese state-sponsored commercial espionage remains the most significant threat to the Canadian economy and future economic growth. According to Canada’s 2020 and 2022 National Cyber Threat Assessments, cyber operations by China, Russia, Iran, and North Korea posed the greatest threat to Canada’s national security and its strategic interests. The assessments, which are the landmark documents by which the Government of Canada communicates updates about strategic cyber threats to the Canadian public, assert that state-sponsored cyber actors have carried out “large-scale, worldwide cyber campaigns” to influence the Canadian public and conduct espionage against Canadian industry, government, and academia, with intent to “advance foreign economic and national security interests while undermining the same within Canada.”

Although inevitably limited by challenges in collecting measures of national cyber capabilities, the Harvard Belfer Center Cyber Power Index (CPI) is a comprehensive effort to evaluate and compare the objectives and capabilities of states in cyberspace. That makes it a useful tool to examine the status and evolution of Canada’s cyber capabilities. In the 2020 CPI ranking for overall comprehensive global cyber power, Canada ranked eighth (behind the United States, China, the United Kingdom, Russia, the Netherlands, France, and Germany, but ahead of Japan and Australia). In the updated 2022 CPI, Canada dropped out of the top ten. Ranked thirteenth, Canada not only ranked lower than all of its major adversaries (Russia, China and Iran), but also three of its Five Eyes partners (the US, UK, and Australia) and a handful of its other like-minded partners (the Netherlands, South Korea, France, Germany, and Ukraine). Moreover, the 2022 CPI shows that, since 2020, Canada’s measures have declined across all of the cyber power objectives. Canada now lags its major adversaries, middle power peers, and Five Eyes partners in key objectives including the intent and capability to: conduct cyber-enabled foreign intelligence, control and manipulate the information environment, and destroy or disable an adversary’s infrastructure and capabilities. Since 2020, though, Canada moved also from a “high-intent, low-capability” cyber power, to a “high-intent, high-capability” cyber power, retaining notable strengths in cyber surveillance, cyber defense and cyber norms development initiatives.

On the one hand, the CPI’s assessment of Canada reflects two decades of careful focus on implementing and communicating cyber defense and cyber security initiatives. On the other hand, the rankings may indicate a strategic deficit and thus the need for a cyberspace
doctrine to harness a range of more assertive cyber espionage, subversion, and sabotage capabilities in pursuit of national strategic objectives.

In recent years, Canadian policymakers have made deliberate efforts to develop institutional and legislative mechanisms to support a more assertive cyberspace posture. Canada’s 2017 defense policy, *Strong, Secure, Engaged*, recognized that cyberspace is essential for the conduct of modern military operations and complemented a strong defensive cyber posture with more assertive cyber operations. In 2019, passage of Bill C-59, *An Act Respecting National Security Matters*, bolstered the prospect for Canadian cyber operations. Bill C-59 expanded the role and impact Canada could have in cyberspace by authorizing the Communications Security Establishment (CSE) to conduct offensive cyber operations, which the legislation parses into “active cyber operations” and “defensive cyber operations”—to supplement CSE’s traditional role of ensuring cryptographic security and collecting foreign signals intelligence. The addition of these capabilities to CSE’s mandate was hailed as a major step in aligning Canada’s cyber operations authorities with its Five Eyes allies. For the first time in its history, the combination of foreign intelligence, active cyber operations, and defensive cyber operations mandates may enable it to conduct the full spectrum of cyber espionage, sabotage, and subversion operations.

In summary, Canada may be an ideal candidate for functional engagement since it (1) has a legacy of restraining its influence on geopolitics to foreign policy niches of particular relevance (the functional principle); (2) faces significant threats to its national and international interests as a result of malicious state-sponsored cyber activities and lacks a cyber strategic doctrine to organize its response; and (3) may already have, or is otherwise well on the path toward developing, the requisite cyber capabilities and authorities to begin upholding its interests in the cyberspace environment.

**Functional Engagement in the Canadian Context**

Canada may have an opportunity to demonstrate independent international leadership to reduce instability and uncertainty in cyberspace. In doing so, it can uphold and extend its strategic interests. According to cyber persistence theory, helping to establish and strengthen tacitly accepted cyber norms by regularly employing cyber capabilities may be an effective way for Canada to reduce uncertainty in cyberspace and limit threats to its national interests. Due to Canada’s resource constraints and limited foreign policy ambitions (in comparison to the US and other great powers), functional engagement prescribes that Canada employ the full range of its nascent cyber capabilities to establish and reinforce a focused set of clearly defined and communicated focal points that define what it deems acceptable and unacceptable behavior in cyberspace. Instead of continuously and globally employing cyber capabilities to change the overall balance of power in the international system, functional engagement calls for Canada to employ its cyber capabilities more narrowly, in specific instances when a malicious cyber actor conducts activity that is antithetical to those focal points.
An initial set of focal points for unacceptable state-sponsored behavior in cyberspace could include malicious activities that (1) directly degrade Canada’s sovereignty and the security of its people (e.g., cyber operations that target civilian critical infrastructure and ICS/SCADA systems); (2) degrade or subvert international law and the integrity of international, electoral, or democratic institutions (e.g., cyber operations that target electronic voting systems or the functioning of international institutions); and (3) directly undermine Canada’s economic security, competitiveness, and prosperity (e.g., cyber operations that target intellectual property). In turn, this approach remains true to the fundamentals of cyber persistence but is more aligned within the limited resources and unique character of Canada’s geopolitical identity as a middle power.

CONCLUSION

The volume and sophistication of state-sponsored activities in cyberspace has increased apace with deepening global dependence on the Internet and digital technologies. Twenty years of international interactions in cyberspace reinforce that cyber war is rare and that states prefer to employ cyber operations as tools of statecraft well below the threshold of armed conflict. While the immediate risk of cyber escalation appears to be low, campaigns of cumulative cyber operations aim to generate strategic effects over time, by degrading the integrity of international, democratic, and electoral institutions, undermining economic competitiveness, and/or generating strategic information advantage over an adversary. Meanwhile, multilateral initiatives to reduce instability in cyberspace and develop explicitly accepted cyber norms have failed to deliver significant advances in regulating the boundaries of state behavior in cyberspace.

Traditional middle powers, especially those with highly interconnected societies, advanced economies, world-renowned research institutions, and memberships in an array of multilateral and security institutions, face threats in cyberspace as acute as those faced by great powers, and possibly even more so given their limited economic and military capabilities and narrow influence in the international system. Traditional middle powers thus present a low-risk, high-payoff target for their adversaries in cyberspace, and consequently are accumulating a strategic deficit vis-à-vis other states that have more readily grasped such threats—and the opportunities of cyber operations as a tool of statecraft. By failing to shape adversarial behavior in cyberspace around tacitly accepted focal points cumulatively, Canada, the Netherlands, Australia, and other traditional middle powers are ceding the operational initiative to illiberal adversaries such as Russia and China, which will in turn seize that initiative to generate cyber norms that support their strategic interests.95

Faced with the prospects of a deleterious change to their environment as a result of growing instability and malicious activity in cyberspace, middle powers can exit, use voice, or demonstrate loyalty. Traditional middle powers such as Canada had hitherto pursued a loyalty
approach that prioritizes multilateral efforts and close partnerships with like-minded great powers to develop explicitly accepted cyber norms. These efforts have yet to yield significant payoff and have failed to stem the rising tide of adversarial activity that is sweeping traditional middle powers in cyberspace. As a variation on persistent engagement for the US, functional engagement for traditional middle powers is a voice approach that adapts cyber-strategic concepts of cyber persistence theory and persistent engagement to align with the limited resources and foreign policy ambitions of middle powers. Functional engagement in cyberspace seeks to harness the potential of tacit bargaining and normative shaping by focusing the limited cyber capabilities of traditional middle powers in pursuit of narrow strategic objectives. Traditional middle powers can leverage coalition cyber strategic campaigns to establish and reinforce a set of focal points that delineate acceptable from objectionable behavior by states in cyberspace.
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